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I. INTRODUCTION 
The main purpose of this note is to exhibit some elementary but nonethe- 
less, interesting consequences of a theorem of Helson which seem to have 
escaped attention. Probably the most striking consequence is the following: 
CL sin ng is never a Fourier-Stieltjes series for any increasing sequence 
{Q of positive integers. Or equivalently: 
* COS?l~ 
c- 
k-l “k 
is not the Fourier series of a function of bounded variation for any increasing 
sequence {nk} of positive integers. 
That this fact is widely unknown becomes apparent if one considers recent 
papers of V. V. Zhuk [l, p. 7601 and of M. K. Potapov [2, p. 141. Using an 
incorrect statement of G. G. Lorentz [3, p. 144, Satz 4b], Zhuk claims 
erroneously that (1) with nk = 2k is the Fourier series of a function of 
bounded variation. Potapov notes that the statement of Lorentz is false, but 
his counterexample to disprove Lorentz’ statement is unnecessarily compli- 
cated. 
To obtain our results in Section III we use statements of Helson (presented 
in Section II), and we exploit the simple fact that if 
f 
k---m 
c@+ = 2 + Fl (ak cos h + bk sin kx) 
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is a formal trigonometric series with {a&,, , (bk}l;)-s periodic sequences, 
then hE- is a periodic sequence if and only if also {ak}zd with aek == a, 
(k 2 0) and {bkKd with bek = - bk (k 3 0) are periodic sequences. 
Besides ultimately periodic sequences we shall consider also almost periodic 
sequences (Section IV). We shall see that for non-negative coefficients 6, 
which are either zero or bounded away from zero 
m 6, cos kx 
c k k-l 
is not even the Fourier series of a function bounded in some neighborhood of 
the origin if {bk} is an almost periodic sequence (except of course in the trivial 
case if all 6, are zero). 
In the final section we shall apply our results in connection with some 
well-known theorems about multipliers. 
II. FOURIER-STIELTJES SERIFS WITH FINITELY MANY DISTINCT COEFFICIENTS 
Helson ([4], [5l) proved the following theorem: 
THEOREM A. Let U(Y, x) =x;- cglkl eikz huwe only jnitely many 
distinct coe#icients andfor some arc (01,p) of the circle satisfr 
I 
B 
I U(Y, x) 1 dx d M < 03 (Y < 1). (2) 
LT 
Then {ck} is ultimately periodic to the right and ultimately periodic to the left. 
REMARK. If the interval [a, /I] has length 2x then as is well known con- 
dition (1) is necessary and sufficient for x ckeik* to be a Fourier-Stieltjes 
series [6, p. 149 (6.5)]. 
H. Helson noted in [5, p. 2361 that if a sequence {ck} of Fourier-Stieltjes 
coefficients is periodic to the right and to the left, it must coincide except in a 
finite set of indices with a single periodic sequence. The proof of this fact 
is not obvious and for completeness we present here (with minor changes) a 
proof kindly communicated to us by H. Helson in a recent letter (October 6, 
1965). 
HELSON'S LEMMA. Let x;--,cg ib be a Fourier-Stieltjes series and let 
the sew= {ck%- be ultimately periodic to the right and ultimately periodic 
to the left. Then ch = dk + h, for every k E Z (= set of integers), where {dk} 
is a periodic sequence, and h, = 0 except for finitely many indices k. 
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PROOF. Suppose that {ck} fulfills the conditions of the lemma. Then there 
exists an index k,, > 0 such that {ck}r’ is periodic. Let dk = ck for k > k, 
and let dk be defined on the whole of 2 by periodic extension such that 
{dk}eg is a single periodic sequence. Then (d*} is a sequence of Fourier- 
Stieltjes coefficients because every dk can be represented in the form 
dk = 5 ,& e--f&klp (k EZ) 
j=l 
[7, p. 6281. Here p is the number of dis in one period and the hj are complex 
numbers. Hence 
with 
dk = (27r)-l/r e-ikz 4(x) 
and 6, being the discrete measure (Dirac measure) of value 1 concentrated 
at the point x (see also [8]). 
Clearly with {ck} and {dk} also {hk} with h, = ck - dk is a sequence of 
Fourier-Stieltjes coefficients and h, = 0 for k > k, . By the well-known 
theorem of F. and M. Riesz [9] the measure corresponding to the Fourier- 
Stieltjes series xk.L /Qk2 is absolutely continuous. Hence lim&+, hk = 0 
by the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem. But all coefficients hk (k E 2) belong 
to a finite set of numbers. Hence lim k--a, h, = 0 implies that there exists 
an integer k, such that h, = 0 for all k < k, . This, together with h, = 0 
for all k 2 k, and the fact that {dk} is a single periodic sequence, implies that 
{ck} is a single periodic sequence except for a finite number of terms. 
III. FOURIER-STIELTJES SINE AND COSINE SERIES WITH 
FINITELY MANY DISTINCT COEFFICIENTS 
As a simple consequence of the last lemma we have now the following 
theorem: 
THEOREM 1. The S&t3 ok”-,, k b sin kx with b, = 0 and with only finitely 
many distinct coe&imts is a Fourier-Stieltjes series if and only if b, = dk + h, 
for every k E Z+ ( = set of non-negative integers) where h, = 0 for all k E Z+ 
except for $nitely many k and {dk}&, is a periodic sequence with the folbming 
property : 
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If p is the number of elements in one period then dk = - d-,+,, for every k, 
rEZ’suchthatrp>k. 
This implies in particular that sf x,E,-, bk sin kx is a Fourier-Stieltjes series 
zGth only Jinitely many distinct coejEnts, then every period of the periodic 
sequence {dk} contains with each coeJlGnt dl, also its negative counterpart say 
dka = - dl, . 
Furthermore, (a) t f  p is odd then a period of {dk} contains an odd number of 
zero-coe@ients. In particular d,, == 0 (r E Z+). (b) I f  p is even then a period 
of {dk} contains an even number of zero-coejicients. In particular 
d,, = dts,zj+ru -:- 0 (Y E Z-) . 
PROOF. Suppose b, = d, + h, , where the sequences {d,} and {hk} have 
the properties stated in the theorem. Let ck - i2-‘b, if k > 0 and 
cr. =- - cmr. if k < 0. Then 
ckeikz = f  b, sin kx, 
and the sequence {ck} is periodic with period p except for a finite number of 
terms. Hence (see proof of the last lemma) {ck} is a sequence of Fourier- 
Stieltjes coefficients. 
Conversely, if 
Fob, sin kx = f cgikz (bo = 0) 
k--co 
is a Fourier-Stieltjes series with only finitely many distinct coefficients, then, 
by Theorem A and by Helson’s lemma, {ck} is a periodic sequence except 
for a finite set of terms. The fact that tk = - c-k,r9 for all but finitely 
many k E Z-‘- implies clearly that b, == dk + h, with {dk} periodic, 
dk = - d-,+,, for k, Y  E Z’ and rp > k, and h, = 0 for all but finitely 
many k E Z+. The remaining properties listed under (a) and (b) follow 
easily from the equations dk = - d--k-rs, for all k, r E Z+ with rp 3 k. 
COROLLARY. If x:km_t b, sin kx has only finitely many distinct coeficients 
all of which are non-negative, then it is a Fourier-Stieltjes series only if b, =- 0 
except for finitely many k E Z-. . 
We shall give two different proofs for this corollary. The second proof 
does not require Helson’s lemma or Theorem 1. 
FIRST PROOF. If x3;p-i k b sin kx is a Fourier-Stieltjes series with only 
finitely many distinct coefficients, then, by Theorem A (see in particular 
remark after Theorem A) {b,} is an ultimately periodic sequence containing 
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by Theorem 1 in each period with 6, also 6,, = - 6,. Hence 6, > 0 for all 
k E Z+ implies b, = 0 except for finitely many k E Zf. 
SECOND PROOF. If xx”ibk sin kx is a Fourier-Stieltjes series with only 
finitely many distinct coefficients, then, by Theorem A, {b,} is an ultimately 
periodic sequence. Furthermore since C& k-lb, cos kx is the Fourier series 
of a function f of bounded variation in [0,27~] (in short f E BV), x K-i& 
exists. Hence if b, > 0 then f is also a continuous function on the real line 
(in shortfE C). By Wiener’s theorem [6, p. 108, (9.6)]fE BV n C implies 
Ii%,, n-l CEi b, = 0. Since 6, 3 0 for every k E Z+ and (bk} is ultimately 
periodic this limit is zero if and only if the periodic part in {bk} consists of 
zero coefficients only. 
REMARK. The corollary implies in particular that x& sin no (rrk E Z+, 
nk 7 co) cannot be a Fourier-Stiehtjes series or equivalently I& nil cos n,r 
cannot be the Fourier series of a function of bounded variation. 
In comparison with the last corollary the following fact seems to be of 
interest: 
PROPOSITION 1. If {bx}& is an ultimately periodic sequence with b, > 0 
fw all k E Z+ and with some nonzero coemts in the periodic part, then 
x:-1 k-lb, cos kt is not the Fourier series of a function bounded in some neigh- 
borhood of the origin. 
PROOF. Suppose I& k-lb, cos kx is the Fourier series of some function 
bounded in some neighborhood of the origin and bk > 0 for all k E Z+. 
Then foci k-‘bk < 00 [IO, p. 72, Theorem 811. But this is clearly impossible 
if {bk} is an ultimately periodic sequence with 6, > 0 for all k E Z+ and some 
nonzero coefficient in each period. Hence the statement follows. 
We shall see that Proposition 1 can be considered as a special case of a more 
general theorem (Theorem 3) about almost periodic sequences. But the 
proof of the latter theorem is not quite as simple. 
The following analogue to Theorem I can be proved in the same way as 
Theorem 1 and we omit therefore the proof. 
THEOREM 2. If 2-la,, +CFBl aL cos kx has only finitely many dirtinct 
coe#i&nts, then it is a Fourier-Stieltjes series if and only if ak = dk + h, 
for every k E Z’ where h, = 0 for all but finitely many k E Z+ and {dk} ti a 
periodic sequence with the folhrwing property : 
If p is the number of elements in one period then dk = d-,+,, fm ewery k, 
rEZ+suchthatrp >k. 
This implies in particular that if 2-la, + C& a, cos kx is a Fourier- 
Stieltjes series with only jinitely many distinct coeficients, then every period of 
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{dn} contains each coeficient dk an Eden number of times with necessarily one 
exception namely d,, (I E Z+) if p is odd and with possibly two exceptions namely 
d,, and dt,,2)+rs (Y E Z+) if p is even. 
REMARK. Theorem 2 seems to be less interesting than Theorem 1 since 
2 cos n,z: is a Fourier-Stieltjes series for an appropriately chosen sequence 
{nk} whereas C sin nkx is not a Fourier-Stieltjes series in any case if nx E Z+ 
andnkf co. 
A simple example of a cosine series 2-la, + xzY1 ale cos kx, which is not a 
Fourier-Stieltjes series in spite of the periodicity of {ak}&, is given by the 
rulea,=0,a,=1,az=2,aj=aj+ar(rEZ+,j=0,1,2). 
IV. ALMOST PERIODIC SEQUENCES 
DEFINITION. A complex sequence {ck}mOD is called almost periodic if to 
each E > 0 there exists a positive integer p such that every interval [n, n + p) 
(n E Z) contains an integer m such that 1 ck - c~+,,, 1 < c for all k E Z. 
For sequences {bk}&, we have a corresponding definition with Z+ instead 
of z. 
THEOREM 3. Let {bk}& be an almost periodic sequence and 77 > 0 such that 
b, 2 r] fo* all 6, # 0. Then z:;eP1 k-lbk cos kx is the Fourier series of a function, 
which iv bounded in some neighborhood of the origin only ;f all b, = 0 (k E Z+). 
PROOF. Let Ckmel k-lb* cos Kx be the Fourier series of a function which 
is bounded in some neighborhood of the origin and let b, >, 0. Then 
x.El k-lb, < CO [IO, p. 721. Hence if 
b,= ; 
I 
for k # k, 
Y-7 for k = k, 
then {b$} is a bounded sequence and therefore 
C bi;(k,.)-’ bkl = 1 (k,) -’ < co. 
This implies by Olivier’s theorem 
--0 
k: 
(Y + CG). (3) 
Now let {bK) be in addition an almost periodic sequence. We shall show, 
that under all these conditions, b, = 0 for k = 1,2,... . 
Suppose contrarily that there exists a coefficient b,, >, 7. Then by the 
almost periodicity of (b,} for gi ven E > 0 with 0 < c < 7 there exists a 
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positive integer p and an integer m E [ 1, I + p), such that 1 b, - bk+,,, ) < E 
for every k = 1,2,... . In particular 1 b,# - bk,+,,, 1 < r. Hence with b,e also 
b k’+m 3 r). Furthermore ( b,,+, - b,,,, 1 < E. Hence with b,,,, also 
6 k'thn b 7. Continuing this argument, we see that bks+nm 2 7 for every 
n = 1, 2,... . Since m < p, every interval [A, K + p], for k 3 A’, contains at 
least one k, such that b,? > 7. Hence for k, E [(q - 1) p, qp] with q = I, 2,... 
we have k, < qp and Y 3 (q - 1) - k’. Therefore, 
;aq -1-k’ 
+ 4P 
A#0 (4-m). 
This contradicts (3). Hence b, = 0 for k = 1,2,... . 
Also we have the following result: 
THEOREM 4. x?kt {bk}E,, be an almost periodic sequence with b, > 0 and 
b, = 0. Then x:-I k-lb, cos kx is the Fourier series of a function of bounded 
variation on [0,2x] only zf b, = 0 for all k E Z+. 
PRooF. Let x2-i k-lb, cos kx be the Fourier series of a function f, 
which is of bounded variation on [0,27r] and let {b,},“, (b, = 0) be an almost 
periodic sequence. Then f is a pure jump function (or equivalently 
C& bk sin kx is the Fourier-Stieltjes series of a discrete measure) ([I 11, [12]). 
If in addition 6, 3 0, then f is continuous on the real line. Of course a jump 
function is continuous if and only if the function is constant. Hence b, = 0 
implies b, = 0 for all k E 2’. 
V. SOME APPLICATIONS 
Let P and Q be two classes of trigonometric series and let (P, Q) be the 
class of multipliers from P into Q, that is the space of all trigonometric 
series x2=‘=, &eikZ such that whenever xF-‘-, ckeikz E P then 
~:--a kCk h eikz EQ. We denote as usual by L, L*, C, respectively, the classes 
of Fourier series of 2n-periodic functions which are Lebesgue integrable 
in [0,277], measurable and essentially bounded, continuous on the real line. 
Furthermore let S be the class of Fourier-Stieltjes series. 
We have now the following statement concerning some classes of conjugate 
series: 
THEOREM 5. Let P and Q be classes of trigonometric series with (P, Q) C S 
and let {nk} be any increasing sequence of non-negative integers. Then there exists 
m  
2-la,, + 1 (ale cos kx + 6, sin kx) E P 
k-l 
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such that 
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PROOF. By the remark preceding Proposition 1 we know that 
(4) 
is not a Fourier-Stieltjes series, for any increasing sequence of non negative 
integers. Hence (P, Q) C S implies that there exists 
ck eikz z (al, , bk) E P 
k=-m 
such that with A, as in (4) 
,$ XkCk efkz s $!l(%ksin nkx - b, ,cos nkx) 6 Q. =m 
EXAMPLE. Since (L, S) -= (C, L”) =: S (see [13]), Theorem 5 is true for 
P-L,0 =SandforP=C,Q -Lm. 
THEOREM 6. Let P and Q be classes of trigonometric series such that 
(P, Q) CLm and let {hk}& (A, = 0) b e an almost periodic sequence such that 
Ak ;2 7 .> 0 if Ak f  0, k E %*. Then there exists 
~-‘cz, + f  (uk cos kx + bk sin kx) E P, 
k=l 
such that 
i, k-‘X,(a, cos kx + b, sin Ku) $ Q. 
PROOF. Let txk)& have the stated properties then by Theorem 3 
CT-t k-IX, cos kx is not the Fourier series of a bounded function. From this 
the theorem follows since (P, Q) C Lm by hypothesis. 
EXAMPLE. Since (L, La) = Lm (see [13]) Theorem 6 is true for P = L 
and Q = L*. 
409/19/I-3 
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